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LOSING EARTH: THE DECADE WE ALMOST STOPPED
CLIMATE CHANGE

The world has warmed more than one degree Celsius since the Industrial
Revolution. In the decade that ran from 1979 to 1989, we had an excellent
opportunity to solve the climate crisis. The world’s major powers came
within several signatures of endorsing a binding, global framework to
reduce carbon emissions. During those years, the conditions for success
could not have been more favorable. The obstacles we blame for our
current inaction had yet to emerge. Nearly everything we understand
about global warming was understood in 1979 yet why didn’t we act? An
entire subfield of climate literature has chronicled the machinations of
industry lobbyists, the corruption of scientists and the propaganda long
after the largest oil-and-gas companies have abandoned the dumb show
of denialism. Some tried to warn humanity of what was coming. Their
efforts failed. What follows is their story, and ours.
Read more at NY Times.
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RISING GLOBAL MEAT CONSUMPTION WILL
DEVASTATE ENVIRONMENT

A new major analysis suggests meat consumption is set to climb steeply
as the world population increases along with average individual income,
and could play a significant role in increasing carbon emissions and
reducing biodiversity. The review, published in the journal Science, found
that high levels of meat consumption also have negative health
consequences, leading to an increased risk of colorectal cancer and
possibly of cardiovascular disease. Global meat consumption is set to
increase by 76% by mid-century, including a doubling in the
consumption of poultry, a 69% increase in beef and a 42% increase in
pork. The paper outlines how, in broad terms, meat production –
particularly livestock – is linked to far higher carbon emissions than
vegetables, fruits and grains. Livestock production currently accounts for
15% of all anthropogenic emissions (carbon dioxide, methane and
nitrous oxide).
Read more at The Guardian.
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CAN TOURISM HELP
SAVE THE OCEAN?

Check this great little video!
Indonesia’s Coral Triangle is one of
the most biodiverse places on the
planet. But in recent years
destructive fishing practices and
illegal poaching have been
threatening entire species. Ecotourism could provide a way of
protecting and conserving these
waters.
Check out this video at The Econo
mist.
Credit: Leon Baker

SOME CORALS MIGHT ADAPT TO
CLIMATE CHANGES

New research shows that not all corals respond
the same to changes in climate. The study
looked at the sensitivity of two types of corals
found in Florida and the Caribbean and found
that one of them - mountainous star coral possesses an adaptation that allows it to survive
under high temperatures and acidity conditions.
The study allows researchers to better
understand how corals respond to heat stress
and ocean acidification, which is important since
these conditions are expected to affect corals in
coming decades and to understand how these
stressors are recorded in coral skeletons.
Read more at Science Daily.
Credit:Evan K. D'Alessandro

A TOXIC TIDE IS KILLING FLORIDA
WILDLIFE

Credit: Jeffrey Greenberg/UIG, via Getty Images
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This year, an overgrowth in the waters off Florida’s
southwestern coast is killing wildlife and making some
beaches noxious. Toxic algal bloom, known as a red tide,
appear off the state’s coast almost every year. But this
one, still going strong after roughly nine months, is the
longest since 2006, when blooms that originated in 2004
finally abated after 17 months. The blooms can poison
marine animals like sea turtles and manatees, while
waves and ocean spray can carry toxins into the air and
cause respiratory problems in people. They can also hit
the local tourism industry hard. As for the wildlife,
almost 300 sea turtles have been found dead since
January.
Read more at NY Times.
See Also:
A red tide ravaging Florida may have killed a whale shark
for the first known time
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HOUSING FOR HEALTH

Neighborhood effect syndrome, characterized by symptoms
of extreme poverty has debilitating consequences on child
health. Health care providers frequently encounter
challenges to caring for children from affected
neighborhoods, and these children often experience poorer
outcomes compared to peers in unaffected neighborhoods.
Historically, institutions have been largely ineffective in
changing these outcomes with one-child-at-a-time tactics. In
a novel approach to improving outcomes for these children,
Nationwide Children's leaders with community partners
decided to address neighborhood effect syndrome as a
target for pediatric health care -- treating the neighborhood
as a patient.
Read more at Science Daily.
Credit: LiAMst93ca

HOW CHANGING THE WORLD’S
FOOD SYSTEMS CAN HELP TO
PROTECT THE PLANET

One of the greatest pressure points pushing the
planet to its limits is our food system. This is the
way that humans grow, produce, transport and
consume food. As these systems currently
operate, they’re contributing negatively to
climate change and deforestration; they’re
compromising freshwater stocks and rapidly
reducing biodiversity. Food systems must be
transformed to produce more nutritious food
with a lower environmental footprint. There are
a number of initiatives around the world working
towards this end. Here are five that use different
kinds of science to help humans settle their
growing debt to the planet.
Read more at The Conversation.
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CLIMATE CHANGE'S LOOMING MENTAL HEALTH
CRISIS

For the Inuit of Labrador in Canada, climate disaster has already arrived.
The Inuit’s lands, though, are warming twice as fast as the global
average, imperiling the ice they rely on to travel. In the fall, hunters
tend to get stuck in the community, because ice hasn’t fully formed up
—and again, in the spring, when things are melting. Climate change is
making these ice transition periods even longer. During those times
there has been some increases in suicide or suicide attempts or ideation
in the communities. As our planet plays host to rising seas, more
intense storms, and higher temperatures, those conditions will support
a growing international mental health crisis. Depression, anxiety, post
traumatic stress disorder, substance abuse, domestic abuse all tend to
go up in the aftermath of a natural disasters.
Read more at Wired.
Credit: GETTY IMAGES
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OPINION: PREVENTING CANCER THE EASY
WAY

Preventing cancer is always a better option than trying cure
it, but while we might often think of this as having to involve
a major change in behavior or a shift in public health policies
— and sometimes even pre-emptive surgery — for some
cancers there is another much easier way. At least 1 in 10
cancers can be prevented using one of the most widely
available medical interventions — vaccines. In low- and
middle-income countries this is already true for as many as 1
in 4 cancer cases, while in sub-Saharan Africa it’s more than 1
in 3.
Read more at Devex.
Credit: Gavi

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY:
RENEWABLES IN GERMANY REACH NEW RECORD

Germany's power supply from renewables hit a record high in the
first half of 2018, accounting for an unprecedented 42% of the
country's electricity generation. The data, which measures
Germany's net generation for public power supply, show that
output from all renewables (wind, solar, hydro and biomass)
increased by over 8% from the first half of last year to 112 TWh,
driven mainly by higher wind power output, and in doing so
exceeded combined generation from lignite and hard coal (103
TWh). Generation from renewables in Germany has in fact more
than doubled in less than a decade. Germany's energy policy aims
to transition the country to a low-carbon energy system (without
nuclear power), but progress on emissions reduction has fallen
short of expectations.
Read more at The Economist.
See Also: If Germany Can't Quit Coal, Can Anyone Else?
Credit: Getty Images

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS
HEALTH:
UofT MD INDIGENOUS ELECTIVE HELPS
MEDICAL STUDENTS BETTER SERVE
PATIENTS

The University of Toronto’s MD program offers
Indigenous medical education, which enables its
students to immerse themselves in Indigenous culture
to better serve their future patients. Launched in 2014
as the first of its kind in Canada, it allows students to
learn about Indigenous health, cultural safety, and
countering racism and oppression through community
interactions and events. Experiences in the course
have changed the way students approach Indigenous
patients.
Read more at Academica Group.

Credit: University of Toronto
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Having ticked off the past and
future in his two previous
books, Yuval Noah Harari tells
that his ambition with his new
book 21 Lessons for the 21st
Century is to zoom in on the
here and now.
“After four billion years of
organic life evolving by natural
selection, science is ushering in
the era of inorganic life shaped
by intelligent design,” he says.
“In the process, Homo sapiens
itself will likely disappear.”
For more, see: Financial Times.

Credit: Charles Surbey

EVENTSTABLE
DATESma
Sept. 12th
- 14th
Sept. 29th

Oct.
8th-12th
Oct. 18th

CONFERENCE

LOCATION

Climate Action Summit

San Francisco
USA

7th Annual Action Global Health Network
Conference
5th Global Symposium on Health Systems
Research
Integrative Health Institute Conference

Ottawa
Canada

REGISTER
http://globalclimateactionsummit.org/
Early Bird deadline for abstract is July
20th, 2017, please e-mail
aghn2017.research@gmail.com for more
information

Liverpool
England

http://healthsystemsresearch.org/

Edmonton
Canada

https://www.ualberta.ca/integrative-heal
th-institute

Nov.
8th-9th

Workshop: Rules of the Road 2.0

Washington
USA

https://www.cugh.org/events/workshoprules-road-20

Nov.
15th-19th

4th People’s Health Assembly

Dhaka
Bangladesh

https://archive.phmovement.org/en/nod
e/10805

Nov.
19th-21st

Canadian Conference on Global Health

Toronto
Canada

https://archive.phmovement.org/en/nod
e/10805

Mar.
8th-10th

10th annual CUGH Conference - Translation
and Implementation for impact in Global
Health

Chicago
USA

Panel and Abstract proposal deadline August 25, 2018
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FYI 1

SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA: NEW BOOK
THE PRISON LETTERS OF NELSON
MANDELA (FULL OF LIFE AND LOVE)

Credit: Ulli Michel/Reuters/Corbis

In 1969, six and a half years into his 27 year imprisonment, Nelson Mandela wrote to
his wife, Winnie many letteres, many of which have not previously been published.
He had been sentenced to life in South Africa where at first was only allowed to write
one 500-word letter every six months, and then only to family members. Nelson
Mandela was an icon in his time and has been mythologised since his death as the
man who brought peace to a country and made forgiveness on a grand scale seem
possible. Winnie, his contact with the world, was herself in prison, awaiting trial,
leaving their children “orphans”. His mother had not long since died and he had not
been allowed to go to her funeral. In a number of letters, some of them written years
after the event, he describes many personal events.
Read more at The Guardian.
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FYI 2

AERIAL IMAGES CAPTURE SWATHES
OF AMAZON RAINFOREST
DESTROYED BY GOLD MINING

Credit: Enersto Benavides

The typical aerial photographs Ernesto Benavides captures are almost entirely brown, revealing a
wasteland pocked by muddy, gaping holes where trees once fought for light. They depict illegal gold
mining camps inside the Tambopata National Reserve, a 1,061-square-mile park where more than
12,000 species of plants, insects, and animals make their home. His photographs are taken from the
open doors of helicopters manned by armed police. "From the air, you can see the whole ecosystem
has been affected," he says.
Illegal gold mining is a multibillion dollar industry in Peru more lucrative than cocaine. Tens of
thousands of miners operate thousands of small-scale settlements. They raze trees and create pit
mines, using dredgers, pumps, and other machinery to extract the riches beneath the soil.
The consequences have been devastating: The Madre de Dios region of Peru, which includes
Tambopata, has lost an estimated 148,000 acres of forest. Liquid mercury from the mining process
also makes its way into the Madre de Dios River, poisoning tens of thousands of people living along
it.
The rate of forest loss has more than quadrupled since 1999.
Read more at Wired.
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FYI 3

TAKING TO THE SKY TO END OPENWATER SALMON FARMS

Credit: Paul Nicklen

Paul Nicklen first shot open-water salmon farms in 2001, while on assignment for National
Geographic. When Nicklen saw the farmed salmon covered in diseases and deformations—and
learned that those afflictions are depleting the wild salmon ecosystems. What began as an
assignment showing the benefits of farming fish turned into a passion for exposing the
disturbing realities of the practice. Nicklen co-founded a nonprofit photography alliance called
Sea Legacy, which fights for a number of ocean environmental issues, including the salvation of
wild fish populations. These days Sea Legacy and nonprofit organizations like it have to be
careful navigating the tumultuous waters of British Columbia. Salmon farms no longer welcome
photographers like Nicklen into their nets like they used to, and he’s not surprised. The British
Columbia government just opted to renew farming tenures for Pacific fish farms. Up and down
the British Columbia coast diseases from the fish farms have depleted the waters. Despite the
government's recent decision, there still remains some hope.
Read more at Wired.
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FYI 4

IS UK BARBECUE CHARCOAL
FUELLING GLOBAL DEFORESTATION?

Credit: Shutterstock

Last year, Britain imported nearly 90,000 tonnes of charcoal. The BBC took a random selection of
charcoal bags from supermarkets and shops to be tested at a specialist laboratory by experts in
Hamburg, Germany. Within the investigation, four assortments had mixture of timbers which
naturally originate in tropical and sub-tropical areas. Forests in tropical and sub-tropical regions are
home to many endangered species which need to be protected for the health of the embattled
planet and the fight against climate change. Whilst it is not illegal to source charcoal from tropical
forests, most retailers do claim their supply chains originate in sustainable woodlands. The majority
of the bags, though, have no information about the country of origin, let alone specific forests. But
most do carry the FSC logo whereby the stamp provides assurance that the charcoal is sourced from
well-managed forests but the head of the organisation Kim Carstensen, told us mistakes have been
made. According to UN figures, the UK imported nearly 90,000 tonnes of charcoal last year, from
different places, including Nigeria and Paraguay where deforestation is a major issue. Studies have
shown that the mixing up of charcoal by suppliers is a major threat to tropical forests. About half
the wood extracted worldwide from forests is used to produce energy, mostly for cooking and
heating.
Read more at BBC News.
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FYI 5

AMSTERDAM ARENA INSTALLS
MAJOR NEW BATTERY STORAGE

Credit: NIssan

The largest stadium in the Netherlands has unveiled a major new battery storage unit to make the building
more sustainable and energy efficient. A new 3 megawatt battery was officially opened last week at the
Amsterdam Arena last week by the city’s deputy mayor, Udo Kock. Built by Nissan and Eaton, it will work
with the 4,200 solar panels located on the arena’s roof to help provide back-up power and manage supply
and demand on the energy grid.
The new unit combines both second-life and new electric vehicle batteries and is the largest of its kind
within Europe. It uses the equivalent of 148 batteries usually used in a Nissan LEAF which can power
thousands of households in the city.
According to Henk van Raan, director of innovation at the Amsterdam Arena, “the Arena is assured of a
considerable amount of power, even during an outage. As a result, it will contribute to a stable Dutch energy
grid. The Johan Cruijff Arena is one of the most sustainable stadiums in the world and leads the way in
introducing smart innovations like this unique energy storage system.”
The stadium has introduced a number of new energy efficiency measures designed to increase
sustainability within the building. Along with its large number of solar panels, rainwater is collected from its
roof and used to water the football pitch. The building is powered with the help of a nearby wind turbine
and electric vehicle charging points are widely in use.
These features helped the stadium make it to Climate Action’s five most sustainable sporting venues in the
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world.
Read more at Climate Action.

FYI 6

THREE WAYS TO LINK GIRLS’
EDUCATION ACTORS TO CLIMATE
ACTION

Credit: swissinfo.ch

Educating girls is one of the most effective but overlooked ways to mitigate against climate change.
Climate change exacerbates existing gender inequalities by affecting the most vulnerable and least
skilled people, largely women and girls, most acutely. For example, girls are at greater risk of early
marriage in times of weather-related crises, because their dowries can help ease the burden of scarce
household resources. Girls are often also the first to be withdrawn from school or attend school less
frequently during times of drought so that they can complete household responsibilities like fetching
water.
Despite this, investments in girls’ education can play a powerful role in climate change adaptation and
mitigation. Our study suggests that for every additional year of schooling a girl receives on average,
her country’s resilience to climate disasters can be expected to improve by 3.2 points (as measured
by the ND-GAIN Index, which calculates a country’s vulnerability to climate change in relation to its
resilience).
Achieving gender equality and the Sustainable Development Goals requires multi-sectoral action,
however, climate change strategies pursued by gender, education, and climate actors have remained
largely confined to the sectors from which they stem. To address this gap, we lay out three specific
platforms on which actors in these sectors can collaborate and support girls as agents of change in
the pursuit of sustainable development and equitable climate action.
1. Promote girls’ reproductive rights
2. Invest in girls’ education to foster climate participation and leadership
3. Develop girls’ life skills for a green economy
Read more at Brookings.
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Crouching Figure by Alberto Giacometti
“Worried About Climate Change!?”
Guggenheim Museum
New York, NY
August 15, 2018
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